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Vision 10x
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Essence of Portfolio
To harness power of Ultra Long term growth

Portfolio Approach

Passive investment - Buy & Hold 

Combination of Top-Down & Bottom-Up  (use EIC i.e. Economy, Industry, Company Analysis)

Stringent parameters (fundamental & quantitative factors)  to filter sector/stocks

Continuous monitoring
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Defining Characteristics

Sector/Industry

Should be under penetrated (the lower the penetration the better)

Highly corelated to growth of the country

Cater to meet some basic need of large population 

Have high entry barriers for any new incumbents (regulations, capital, Expertise, etc)
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Defining Characteristics

Stock/Company

High quality promoters/management (integrity as well as execution)

Capability to participate in sector’s growth

Capability to become household name in future

Gain market share from peers (both organized/unorganized)

Have strong/sustainable moat

Valuation –low/attractive, scope of rerating



Current Portfolio
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Vision 10x Portfolio - Market cap wise allocation

Large Cap

Mid Cap

Small Cap
Cash
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Vision 10x Portfolio - Sector wise allocation

Insurance

Healthcare - Medical Devices

Finance - Capital Markets
Finance - Asset Management

Breweries & Distilleries

Quick Service Restaurants

Ratings

Pesticides & Agrochemicals

Cash
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Poly Medicure Ltd.   (Allocation: 16%)
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Investment Rationale
Bene�ciary of ‘Make in India’ Boost:  The medical device market continues to be dominated by imported products, which comprise of around 70% of 
total sales. The Government wants to reduce dependence on imports and boost ‘Make in India’, as a result, health cess of 5% on imports of medical 
equipment was imposed on 2nd February 2020 in the Union Budget. 

Acquisition of Plan1 Health S.R.L.:  With the acquisition of Plan1 Health S.R.L., an Italy based manufacturing company, Polymed now has access to new  
technology in Oncology and Vascular Access, and opens more opportunities with the acquired company’s worldwide customer base.

New Jaipur facility to drive growth:   The company has embarked on an expansion plan by investing about Rs.100 crore. The new capacity will cater to 
additional demand created through Ayushman Bharat/ PM-JAY over the next few years, and new customers in developed countries.

Expanding product basket:   Polymed recently ventured into manufacturing of new products like face shield, VTM Kit, Pre-�lled Syringe, PPE Kits, Dialy-
sis Machine, N 95 Masks, Single use Dialyzer and Blood collection needle with �ashback.

Outlook and Valuation:  The domestic medical devices market in India is heavily dependent on imports. We believe Polymed will be the biggest bene�-
ciary of PLI s & other focused schemes of government.

 Rs in cr.   Net Sales   EBITDA   PAT   EPS  
 FY18  520 122 69 8
 FY19  611 129 64 7
 FY20  687 164 94 11
 FY21E  825 196 113 13
 FY22E  990 253 151 17



HDFC life insurance company Ltd.    (Allocation: 10%)
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Investment Rationale
Innovation remains the key:   HDFC Life Insurance aims to o�er need-based and customer-centric products which address the core needs of their cus-
tomers across each stage of their lives. Their track record has provided them with signi�cant experience and know-how to develop and provide insur-
ance products across various customer segments, economic conditions and market scenarios. 

Strong brand and well-established market presence:  The company has grown by leaps and bounds to become one of the trusted brands in the life 
insurance sector. We believe that company have earned a reputation as an industry leader in quality and service excellence in the Indian life insurance 
markets by staying relevant to customers and providing them with needs-based product solutions.

Diversi�ed Product mix:   HDFC Life o�ers a wide range of products in protection, savings and retirement lines. It maintains a diversi�ed product port-
folio covering segments across the individual and group categories, namely participating, non-participating, protection term, non-participating protec-
tion health, other non participating (such as savings, pension and annuity products) and unit-linked insurance products.

Outlook and Valuation:  We expect the company to sustain its performance across key metrics and capture incremental growth opportunities for both 
protection as well as annuity business, given their wide bouquet of product o�erings. The company has strong brand, good parent support, diversi�ed 
distribution network and is one of the most consistent performer in terms of growth vis-a-vis its peers. 

Rs in Crores Net premium Surplus PAT 
FY18 23371 1095 1109
FY19 28924 1351 1277
FY20 32224 971.4 1295
FY21E 35350 1392 1358
FY22E 42411 1657 1595



ICICI Lombard General Insurance Company Ltd. (ILGI)   (Allocation: 10%)
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Investment Rationale
Low Insurance Penetration in India:   India’s non-life insurance coverage is signi�cantly lower at 0.97% (premium as % of GDP) as compared to its peers 
like Thailand at 1.7%, Singapore at 1.67% and Malaysia at 1.62%. The reasons for low penetration are low awareness and low propensity to spend on in-
surance.

Market Leader with a Strong Brand:  ILGI’s market share stood at 12% among private players and &  7% in overall industry in FY20. The leadership posi-
tion has been strengthened by its strong brand and partnerships, robust and diversi�ed product pro�le, strong promoter pedigree and decent under-
writing track record.

Diverse Product Portfolio with robust Distribution Network:   Strong distribution across India has helped the company reach a diverse set of custom-
ers, including large and mid-sized corporate, SMEs, central and state governments, and individuals. 

Strong risk management framework:  The insurer, helped by its huge data, has managed its risk in an e�cient manner over the past decade and a half. 
This data has helped the company get into pro�table segments and close down or avoid loss-making segments. 

Outlook and Valuation:  We believe the sector will continue to witness high double-digit growth led by huge under penetration and increasing aware-
ness. We believe current pandemic will lead to increased penetration of health insurance segment. We expect improvement in ILGI’s combined ratio over 
the years driven by business e�ciencies and better underwriting.

 Rs in cr.   Revenue  Opera�on Profit   PAT   EPS  
 FY18  8481 1338 862 19
 FY19  10227 1706 1049 23
 FY20  11533 2024 1194 26
 FY21E  11805 2175 1417 31
 FY22E  13329 2917 2024 45



HDFC Asset Management Company Ltd.  (Allocation: 9%)
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Investment Rationale
Consistent market leadership in the mutual fund industry:  HDFCAMC has been the largest asset management company in India in terms of equity 
oriented AUM. 

Trusted brand and strong parentage:  HDFCAMC is a strong brand which customers trust, as evidenced by strong leadership in the Indian mutual 
fund industry. HDFCAMC bene�ts from brand reputation of its promoters, HDFC and SLI. 

Diversi�ed product mix supported by multi-channel distribution network:   HDFC AMC has a wide product portfolio of investment schemes that 
are spread across asset classes catering to varying risk pro�les. HDFC AMC has 22 Equity oriented schemes, 115 Debt oriented schemes, 3 Liquid/ Money 
market schemes. The AMC has served customers across 200 cities through 210 branches and service centers. HDFC AMC’s channel mix as of FY20 com-
prised of IFA’s-23.4%, national distributors-18.1%, banks-10.7% with the remaining 47.8% invested in direct plans. 

Consistent pro�table growth:   As equity-oriented schemes generally have a higher fee structure compared to non-equity-oriented schemes, higher 
share of equity oriented AUM helps to achieve higher pro�ts. The co. has witnessed 17% CAGR in revenue & more than 20% CAGR in pro�ts over last 5 
years.

Outlook and Valuation:  HDFC AMC being a market leader in multiple key parameters is expected to gain further market share with consistent growth 
in AUM. HDFCAMC’s superior brand and reputation for prudent fund management in debt and liquid MFs will drive growth in future too. 

 Rs in cr.   Net Sales   EBITDA   PAT   EPS  
 FY18  1757 955 711 34
 FY19  1915 1206 931 43
 FY20  2003 1572 1262 59
 FY21E  1923 1511 1269 60
 FY22E  2154 1716 1434 67



Motilal Oswal Financial Services Ltd.  (Allocation: 9%)
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Investment Rationale
New fund launches to scale AMC business:  MOAMC has recently launched 4 index funds MO-Nifty 500, MO-Nifty Bank, MO-Nifty Mid-Cap 150, 
MO-Nifty Small-Cap 250, these are India’s 1st of its kind retail focused passive funds. These index funds provide easy, economical and e�ective way of in-
vesting to the customers.

Turnaround of Housing Finance business:  The name alignment to ‘Motilal Oswal’, strong capital support from MOFS, promoter group’s stated com-
mitment and increased involvement toward ‘Motilal Oswal Home Finance’(MOHF), along with demonstrated operational, managerial and �nancial sup-
port, bring huge synergy bene�ts to MOHF.

Focus on Branding:  Branding:MOFS has signi�cantly invested in branding and advertising in the past few years and the same has started yielding ben-
e�ts in terms of brand-recall.

Bene�ciary of fundamental transformation in the Indian savings environment:   Indians traditionally have been great ‘savers’ but not good inves-
tors. However most people have now started preferring f �nancial assets as compared to physical assets.

Outlook and Valuation: We believe MOFSL should be viewed as an Asset Management play rather than a Broking company, as Asset and Wealth man-
agement business is the highest contributor to pro�t, ahead of capital market business. With turnaround in Housing Finance business, operating lever-
age playing out in the Asset and Wealth management business and stable broking business, we see long runway in all business verticals.

 Rs in cr.   Net Sales   EBITDA   PAT   EPS  
 FY18  2935 1409 637 44
 FY19  2677 937 302 21
 FY20  2613 903 215 12
 FY21E  3110 1602 644 44
 FY22E  3460 1788 755 52



United Spirits Limited (USL) (Allocation: 9%)
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Investment Rationale
Fading challenges: In the past two years, the alcohol industry su�ered twin blow in quick succession. First, the highway ban which led to closure of bars, pubs and 
alcohol shops around highways. The apex court subsequently relaxed the ruling. The ban led to severe disruption and confusion across the country and all the play-
ers saw a muted growth in the subsequent period. Second, the GST was imposed on raw  material but not on �nished product resulting in negative impact on mar-
gins for the entire industry

Why does USL hold a 10x potential:  For any stock to have a 10x potential, we need an industry which we foresee to be on the growth path 10 years going for-
ward. Once we have the right industry, we need a company which has a sustained competitive advantage. USL �ts in the criterion well due to its long-standing 
legacy, best-in-class portfolio of brands and strong parentage.

Biggest player in the highly regulated industry:   Alcohol is one of the most highly regulated industries in India. Setting up an alcohol business requires a number 
of permits and licenses at every step. Right from setting up a factory to moving raw material and �nished goods, the process forms a strong entry barrier for any 
new player. The regulations become even more complicated when we consider di�erences in state-wise regulations concerning alcohol. Di�erent states have di�er-
ent policies towards liquor. 

Consistent demand growth led by rising number of consumers:   Increasing size of the middle-class population and India’s young population are the biggest 
drivers. These two favourable tailwinds are all set to boost demand, complemented by income growth, higher savings and ultimately higher spending. 26.2% of the 
population is in the 15-29 years age bracket & almost 22% is in the 30-44 years age bracket. 

Outlook & View:   USL will be the biggest bene�ciary of rising aspirations of people and increasing culture of alcohol consumption while socializing. We believe 
that the company’s transformation is work-in-progress. There will be a signi�cant upside from volume growth and margin expansion going forward. We believe 
USL’s operational e�ciency as well as e�ectiveness will continue to lead its pro�tability. Management’s ability and rich experience in dealing with challenging times 
in business will help them to overcome current headwinds in the business. We remain positive on United spirits limited for long term perspective.

(In Rs Cr) Sales EBITDA PAT EPS 
FY18 8170 1022 562 8
FY19 8981 1288 659 9
FY20 9091 1506 705 10
FY21E 9545 1581 797 11
FY30E 33418 7379 5277 73



Westlife Development Limited (WDL)  (Allocation: 6%)
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Investment Rationale
Innovative menu to lead growth:  Indians have tended to change restaurants on the basis of taste, and are constantly seeking Indianisation of various 
cuisines. Keeping this in mind, WDL has converted the McDonald’s menu into a Glocal menu, i.e. Global + local tastes. The menu includes Indianized 
items such as Mexican aaloo wrap, Dosa masala brioche, Spicy Rice bowl, Chicken kebab burger etc. Such a varied menu leads to growth and adds new 
customers while also providing existing customers a shift according to their preference.

“Vision 2022” to boost revenues:  WDL has a medium-term plan, “Vision 2022” to double its stores to 400-500 by 2022. WDL has started acceleration in 
terms of store additions since FY20. We believe that WDL’s “Vision 2022” is on track and the momentum of store additions will continue in future. 

Brand extensions:   As part of management’s vision of 1+1+1=5, WDL introduced its extended brands McCafe and McBreakfast to its existing stores of 
McDonald’s. According to management as they add brand extensions to each restaurants the results are greater as a whole than the individual parts. 

McCafé is another growth driver:  WDL started its �rst McCafé in 2014, with the aim to tap the co�ee market in India. The café culture in India is grow-
ing rapidly and CRISIL expects it to grow by 20% CAGR in FY16-FY22. Introduction of McCafé in existing stores is very cost e�ective cross-sell opportuni-
ty. McCafé sales have increased 8x in the last 4 years. The company’s McCafé products have increased store sales by 2x in the last 4 years. 

Outlook & View:   The QSR Industry is pegged to grow by 10% CAGR in next 5 years and WDL is one of the players to bene�t from this growth. We be-
lieve WDL’s growth momentum would continue on the back of innovative menu, extended brands, new store designs etc. WDL can gain higher market 
share with the help of its competitive advantage in terms of delivery and better market penetration over other Burger chains. 

(In Rs Cr) Sales EBITDA PAT EPS 
FY18 1135 77 13 1
FY19 1402 121 40 3
FY20 1548 214 -7 -1
FY21E 1439 118 24 2
FY30E 3055 428 163 10



Astec Lifesciences Ltd.  (Allocation: 5%)
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Investment Rationale
Strong parentage backing with established track record in manufacturing fungicides:   Due to strong parentage backing of Godrej group, the com-
pany gets good platform for distributing its product on a PAN India basis. 

Backward integration and cater to new products:  The company commenced new intermediates plant in FY19 which enabled them to reduce its de-
pendence on China and led to improvement and stability in margins.

Leveraging new capacities to capitalize new markets:   The company derives majority of its revenue from the fungicides segment thus in a bid to 
reduce segment concentration, it is working on few products in herbicides segment. 

Strong demand for its product portfolio:    The company has long term relationship with few US and Japanese customers who are driving demand in 
the contract manufacturing segment.

Outlook & Valuation:  We expect company’s dominant position in the Triazole fungicide manufacturing business, backward integration for its key products 
and investments in the new R&D center to provide stable growth going forward. The company is developing new products supported by deep technical ca-
pabilities and is likely to bene�t from the opportunities that the global demand shift from China may present. 

Rs in Crores Revenue EBITDA PAT EPS 
FY18 368 69 35 18
FY19 431 77 36 18
FY20 523 85 48 24
FY21E 587 96 53 27
FY22E 672 113 65 33



CRISIL Ltd  (Allocation: 5%)
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Investment Rationale
Pioneer in introducing innovative products and rating instruments:  The company continues to be the �rst port of call for innovative instruments. In 
2019, CRISIL Ratings segment assigned a rating to Bharat Bond ETF for the �rst time. It also rated India’s �rst wholesale real estate sector receivables se-
curitization transaction. Another innovative product introduced was the Scenario Expansion Manager (SEM) platform, which enables banks to perform 
regulatory stress-testing more e�ciently.

New Acquisition will provide additional levers to growth:  The company strengthened its position as a leading, agile, global analytics company with 
the acquisition of Greenwich Associates LLC. Greenwich is a US-based leading provider of proprietary benchmarking data, analytics and has a large 
client base (over 300 �nancial institutions). 

Premium provider of Industry Research & Analytics:   The company witnessed healthy revenue growth in the funds and �xed income business and 
continued to be the leading provider of �xed-income indices in India. CRISIL consolidated its position by launching �ve new indices in 2019, taking the 
total count to 96. 

Outlook & Valuation:  CRISIL is India’s leading credit rating company having a ~35% revenue market share and we expect this market share to increase 
further supported by introducing innovative products and rating instruments, providing top notch industry research & analytics and continuous invest-
ments in new platforms and solutions. 

Rs in Crores Revenue EBITDA PAT EPS 
CY 2018 1748 471 363 50
CY 2019 1732 456 344 48
CY 2020E 1892 479 353 49
CY 2021E 2016 524 383 53
CY 2022E 2177 590 433 60



ICICI Securities Ltd. (Isec)   (Allocation: 4%)
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Investment Rationale
Increase in market share of large brokers:  Investors have lost con�dence after the few brokerages went bust after committing some frauds. Such inci-
dents are likely to expedite consolidation in the broking industry. Investors are likely to do business with trusted brands with strong governance practic-
es. I-Sec can be one of the biggest bene�ciaries of this consolidation.

Huge opportunity in tapping ICICI Bank’s existing customers:  I-Sec has recently entered into a revenue-sharing arrangement with ICICI Bank to 
boost its client acquisition e�orts, both quantitatively and qualitatively, similar to a business partner channel agreement.

Expansion of product portfolio:   I-Sec expanded its product portfolio by foraying into PMS (portfolio management service) and health insurance.

Wide distribution network:   I-Sec has one of the largest pan-India distribution network of around 180 ICICIdirect o�ces in over 75 cities, 7,100+ 
sub-brokers, etc and presence in 3,750+ ICICI Bank branches. The company is second largest non-bank mutual fund distributor. 

Outlook and Valuation:  Despite intense competition in the broking industry, the company has retained its market leadership position. I-Sec is rapidly 
building loan assets which will drive earnings going forward and reduce the cyclicality of capital markets in earnings. We believe that I-Sec will be a key 
bene�ciary of consolidation in industry, stricter SEBI norms and �nancialization of savings.

 Rs in cr.   Net Sales   EBITDA   PAT   EPS  
 FY18  1861 917 553 17
 FY19  1706 792 491 15
 FY20  1706 882 542 17
 FY21E  1938 1020 642 20
 FY22E  2185 1173 741 23



Opulent Investment Adviser Private Limited is registered as an Investment Adviser with SEBI bearing registration Number INA000011644 as per Securities and Exchange Board 
of India (Investment Advisers) Regulations, 2013. Opulent Investment Adviser Private Limited offer investment advisory services to clients as well as prospects.

The analyst for this report certifies that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views about the subject company or companies and its or 
their securities, and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to specific recommendations or views expressed in this report.

Other disclosures by Opulent Investment Adviser Private Limited and its Research Analyst with reference to the subject company(s) covered in this report:

Opulent Investment Adviser Private Limited does have any financial interest in the subject company: (NO)
Research Analyst or his/her relative’s have financial interest in the subject company: (NO)

Our salespeople and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions 
expressed herein.
This report is not for public distribution and has been furnished to you solely for your information and must not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person.
This report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. It is for 
the general information of the users of stockaxis.com / Opulent Investment Adviser Private Limited.
While reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this report, it does not purport to be a complete description of the securities, markets or developments referred to 
herein, and we do not warrant its accuracy or completeness.
Opulent Investment Adviser Private Limited, its directors, analysts or employees do not take any responsibility, financial or otherwise, of the losses or the damages sustained due 
to the investments made or any action taken on basis of this report.

Disclaimers & Disclosures 
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